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Feed-through terminal Protective conductor 2.5mm²
8WH6004-0CF07

Siemens
8WH6004-0CF07
4001869416151 EAN/GTIN

3,74 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 14-16 days* (GBR)

Feed-through terminal 8WH6004-0CF07 PEN function possible, Connectable conductor cross-section, finely stranded without ferrule 2.5 ... 2.5mm², Connectable conductor
cross-section, finely stranded with ferrule 0.2 ... 2.5mm², Connectable conductor cross-section, solid 0.14 ... 4mm², Connectable conductor cross-section stranded 0.14 ...
2.5mm², electrical connection type 1 plug-in connection, electrical connection type 2 plug-in connection, connection position at the top, number of levels 1, number of clamping
points per level 4, mounting type DIN rail TH35, material of the insulating body thermoplastic, operating temperature -25 ... 35°C, flammability class of the insulating material
according to UL 94 V0, width/grid dimension 5.2mm, height with the lowest mounting type 36.5mm, length 72mm, end plate required, color green/yellow, IPO terminals, feed-
through terminal, series terminal Connection technology for various industrial applications and modern building installation from Siemens. Regardless of whether you opt for the
screw-type tension spring push-in or quick connection: All connection technologies can be freely combined with each other. The labeling and testing accessories are
standardized and can be used across the board. Many applications in industrial, functional and residential buildings can be implemented with the terminal blocks from
SIEMENS. So you have the right connection technology for every connection. The main features of the Siemens terminal blocks are: 1. Permanently reliable contact. 2. Easily
detachable connection of electrical connections such as cables and wires. 3. Realization of a variety of applications. 4. Convenient and simple assembly and connection
technology. 5. Extensive and standardized accessories. 6. Reliable safety during installation thanks to touch protection as standard. 7. Optimum technology for your safety -
only from Siemens. For the safe, efficient electrical infrastructure in buildings and industry, Siemens offers an integrated portfolio of protective switching, measuring and
monitoring devices, distribution systems, switches and socket outlets.
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